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A Sociology Of Immigration Remaking Multifaceted America
Do birds of a feather flock together or do opposites attract? Does haste make waste or should you strike while the iron is hot?
Adages like these—or conventional wisdoms—shape our social life. This Fifth Edition of Second Thoughts reviews several popular
beliefs and notes how such adages cannot be taken at face value. This unique text encourages students to step back and sharpen
their analytic focus with 24 essays that use social research to expose the gray areas of commonly held beliefs, revealing the
complexity of social reality and sharpening students’ sociological vision.
In addition to being a religious countryùover ninety percent of Americans believe in God--the United States is also home to more
immigrants than ever before. Churches and Charity in the Immigrant City focuses on the intersection of religion and civic
engagement among Miami's immigrant and minority groups. The contributors examine the role of religious organizations in
developing social relationships and how these relationships affect the broader civic world. Essays, for example, consider the role
of leadership in the promotion and creation of "civic social capital" in a Haitian Catholic church, transnational ties between Cuban
Catholics in Miami and Havana, and several African American congregations that serve as key comparisons of civic engagement
among minorities. This book is important not only for its theoretical contributions to the sociology of religion, but also because it
gives us a unique glimpse into immigrants' civic and religious lives in urban America.
This volume investigates how larger structural inequalities in sending and receiving nations, immigrant entry policies, group
characteristics, and micro level processes, such as discrimination and access to ethnic networks, shapes labor market outcomes,
workplace experiences, and patterns of integration among immigrants and their descendants.
Memories of Belonging is a three-generation oral-history study of the offspring of southern Italians who migrated to Worcester,
Massachusetts, in 1913.
Social work in Europe is in motion. Both empirical and analytical approaches to research describe the status quo, while also
outlining perspectives: Community work is increasingly supplementing social services, the civil society in its sensitive relationship
to state and economy is acting as a multiple carrier of social performance, and the professionalisation of social work is witnessing
a dramatic expansion. Inputs from various European countries show a diversity of strategies.
We live in an age of global migration. The number of immigrants worldwide is large and growing. At the same time, public and
political reactions against immigrants have grown in the US, the UK, Canada, and other traditional and non-traditional receiving
nations. In response to this trend, this book assembles an interdisciplinary group of scholars to better understand two dimensions
of contemporary immigration policy – a growing enforcement and restriction regime in receiving nations, and the subsequent
effects on sending nations. It begins with three background chapters on immigration politics and policies in the United States,
Europe, and Mexico. This is followed by eleven chapters about specific receiving and sending nations – four for the United States,
three for Europe, and four for the sending nations of Mexico, Turkey, Peru, and Poland. This selection of cases and the
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multidisciplinary approach provides a unique perspective that supplements more standard case studies and disciplinary research.
By discussing a greater range of nations and topics—the global consequences of increased deportations, stronger border security,
greater travel restrictions, stagnant economies, and the loss of remittances—this volume fills a significant gap in the current body of
literature. As such, this book is of interest to immigration policy scholars and students of all levels as well as individuals in think
tanks, advocacy communities, the media, and governments. ?
This absorbing anthology features in-depth portraits of diverse ethnic populations, revealing the surprising new realities of
immigrant life in twenty-first-century New York City. Contributors show how nearly fifty years of massive inflows have transformed
New York City's economic and cultural life and how the city has changed the lives of immigrant newcomers. Nancy Foner's
introduction describes New York's role as a special gateway to America. Subsequent essays focus on the Chinese, Dominicans,
Jamaicans, Koreans, Liberians, Mexicans, and Jews from the former Soviet Union now present in the city and fueling its
population growth. They discuss both the large numbers of undocumented Mexicans living in legal limbo and the new, flourishing
community organizations offering them opportunities for advancement. They recount the experiences of Liberians fleeing a war
torn country and their creation of a vibrant neighborhood on Staten Island's North Shore. Through engaging, empathetic portraits,
contributors consider changing Korean-owned businesses and Chinese Americans' increased representation in New York City
politics, among other achievements and social and cultural challenges. A concluding chapter follows the prospects of the
U.S.-born children of immigrants as they make their way in New York City.
The Next Generation brings together top immigration scholars to explore how the integration of immigrants affects the generations
that come after. The original essays explore the early beginnings of the second generation in the United States and Western
Europe, showing that variations in second-generation trajectories are of the utmost importance for the future, for they will
determine the degree to which contemporary immigration will produce either durable ethno-racial cleavages or mainstream
integration.
Throughout the history of the United States, fluctuations in cultural diversity, immigration, and ethnic group status have been closely linked to
shifts in the economy and labor market. Over three decades after the beginning of the civil rights movement, and in the midst of significant
socioeconomic change at the end of this century, scholars search for new ways to describe the persistent roadblocks to upward mobility that
women and people of color still encounter in the workforce. In Glass Ceilings and Asian Americans, Deborah Woo analyzes current
scholarship and controversies on the glass ceiling and labor market discrimination in conjunction with the specific labor histories of Asian
American ethnic groups. She then presents unique, in-depth studies of two current sites--a high tech firm and higher education--to argue that
a glass ceiling does in fact exist for Asian Americans, both according to quantifiable data and to Asian American workers' own perceptions of
their workplace experiences. Woo's studies make an important contribution to understanding the increasingly complex and subtle interactions
between ethnicity and organizational cultures in today's economic institutions and labor markets.
Today’s world is a world divided into two categories: The world of the confident and the world of disenchanted. The world of the confident is
one of riches, and powerful people (rich and developed countries); in short, the world of horrible and misleading neologisms who live at the
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expense of those who listen to them. This is a minority world where people are unscrupulous: the world of the wicked. Although a majority
one, but it is a world of the damned, suffered, crushed, and manipulated to remain more in their sore; this is the world of weaker and less
wealthy, where living beings are exposed to all the evils that bully people today. To overcome this inequality of nations, we need to decide to
renounce violence, to bring peace in the world. This is the big change requested; it may not be for everyone, but it is necessary and a
concern for a world of pride and freedom.
Remaking the American MainstreamAssimilation and Contemporary Immigration
In this age of multicultural democracy, the idea of assimilation seems outdated and, in some forms, even offensive. But as Richard Alba and
Victor Nee show in the first systematic treatment of assimilation since the mid-1960s, it continues to shape the immigrant experience.
Surveying a variety of domains--language, socioeconomic attachments, residential patterns, and intermarriage--they demonstrate the
continuing importance of assimilation in American life.
This text looks at the inter-relationships between labour, nationalist movements and ethnicity during the Age of Imperialism. Two of the most
debated contemporary issues focus on the decline of labour, particularly socialist ideologies, and the rise of nationalism. It is sometimes
assumed that the demise of one led to the triumph of the other. It is also thought that labour as an internationalist movement underestimated
and misunderstood the power of nationalism. This text links these historical phenomena and sets the debate in more accurate historical
context.
The fifth edition of this book extends the discussion of the challenges faced by urban sociology in the global age, while covering the issues
traditionally associated with urban sociology. It presents a balanced review of the ecological perspective and the political and economic
contexts of the urban environment. Topics include communities in cities, minority and ethnic groups, poverty, power, crime, cities in economic
development and underdevelopment, metropolitanization and urban sprawl, and urban policy and planning. The final chapter explores the
significance of cyberspace, transnationalism, and global terrorism for the future of urban sociology.
This book focuses on the ways in which the life course of individuals is affected by the historical contexts in which they live. Editors Schaie
and Elder, along with over twenty-five contributors, explore how historical events of varying degrees such as immigration, war, age, ethnicity,
and socioeconomic status can affect the immediate and long-term life course.
Sixteen leading international sociologists are brought together in this volume to share their experiences of becoming practitioners in the field.
Selected for their comparative and transnational interests and experiences, the contributors include Martin Albrow, Karin Knorr Cetina, Diane
E. Davis, Pierpaolo Donati, Leon Grunberg, Horst J. Helle, Eiko Ikegami, Tiankui Jing, Hyun-Chin Lim, Ewa Morawska, Richard Münch,
Saskia Sassen, Joachim J. Savelsberg, Piotr Sztompka, Edward A. Tiryakian and Ruut Veenhoven. Each contributor provides an autobiographical review of their journey into the discipline, with special attention paid to the intellectual and social-political contexts in which their
work matured. Each chapter concludes with a commentary on the anticipated future direction of that particular sociological area. These
original and reflective contributions provide fascinating and rare insights into the careers of sociologists living in a global age.

The original essays in this much-needed collection broadly assess the contemporary patterns of crime as related to immigration,
race, and ethnicity. Immigration and Crime covers both a variety of immigrant groups--mainly from Asia, the Caribbean, and Latin
America--and a variety of topics including: victimization, racial conflict, juvenile delinquency, exposure to violence, homicide,
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drugs, gangs, and border violence. The volume provides important insights about past understandings of immigration and crime,
many based on theories that have proven to be untrue or racially biased, as well as offering new scholarship on salient topics.
Overall, the contributors argue that fears of immigrant crime are largely unfounded, as immigrants are themselves often more likely
to be the victims of discrimination, stigmatization, and crime rather than the perpetrators. Contributors: Avraham Astor, Carl L.
Bankston III, Robert J. Bursik, Jr., Roberto G. Gonzales, Sang Hea Kil, Golnaz Komaie, Jennifer Lee, Matthew T. Lee, Ramiro
Martínez, Jr., Cecilia Menjívar, Jeffrey D. Morenoff, Charlie V. Morgan, Amie L. Nielsen, Rubén G. Rumbaut, Rosaura TafoyaEstrada, Abel Valenzuela, Jr., Min Zhou.
These essays look at U.S. immigration and the nexus between urban realities and immigrant destinies. They argue that
immigration today is fundamentaly urban and that immigrants are flocking to places where low-skilled workers are in trouble.
This book offers a ground-breaking analysis of how women's movements have been remaking citizenship in multicultural Europe.
Presenting the findings of a large scale, multi-disciplinary, cross-national feminist research project, FEMCIT, it develops an
expanded, multi-dimensional understanding of citizenship as practice and experience. Remaking Citizenship pays particular
attention to processes of racialization and minoritization as they impact upon, and construct, citizenship and women's movements
in contemporary Europe. The book develops answers to two vital questions – what difference have women's movements and
feminism made to experiences and practices of citizenship, and how can we assess the state of citizenship in contemporary
Europe from the perspective of women, particularly minoritized women? This book will be appreciated by scholars and students of
citizenship, social movements, race and ethnicity, and feminism and gender theory from a wide range of disciplines, including
sociology, social policy, political science, history and anthropology.
"In their introduction to this Handbook, the editors affirm: 'Many sociologists have come to realise that it makes no sense now to
omit religion from the repertoire of social scientific explanations of social life'. I wholeheartedly agree. I also suggest that this wideranging set of essays should become a starting-point for such enquiries. Each chapter is clear, comprehensive and well-structured
- making the Handbook a real asset for all those engaged in the field." - Grace Davie, University of Exeter "Serious social
scientists who care about making sense of the world can no longer ignore the fact that religious beliefs and practices are an
important part of this world... This Handbook is a valuable resource for specialists and amateurs alike. The editors have done an
exceptionally fine job of incorporating topics that illuminate the range and diversity of religion and its continuing significance
throughout the world." - Robert Wuthnow, Princeton University At a time when religions are increasingly affecting, and affected by,
life beyond the narrowly sacred sphere, religion everywhere seems to be caught up in change and conflict. In the midst of this
contention and confusion, the sociology of religion provides a rich source of understanding and explanation. This Handbook
presents an unprecedentedly comprehensive assessment of the field, both where it has been and where it is headed. Like its
many distinguished contributors, its topics and their coverage are truly global in their reach. The Handbook's 35 chapters are
organized into eight sections: basic theories and debates; methods of studying religion; social forms and experiences of religion;
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issues of power and control in religious organizations; religion and politics; individual religious behaviour in social context; religion,
self-identity and the life-course; and case studies of China, Eastern Europe, Israel, Japan, and Mexico. Each chapter establishes
benchmarks for the state of sociological thinking about religion in the 21st century and provides a rich bibliography for pursuing its
subject further. Overall, the Handbook stretches the field conceptually, methodologically, comparatively, and historically. An
indispensable source of guidance and insight for both students and scholars. Choice 'Outstanding Academic Title' 2009
"In Where We Live Now, John Iceland documents the levels and changes in residential segregation of African Americans,
Hispanics, and Asian Americans from Census 2000. Although the concentration of new immigrants in neighborhoods with more coethnics temporarily increases segregation, there is a clear trend toward lowered residential segregation of native born Hispanics
and Asians, especially for those with higher socioeconomic status. There has been a modest decrease in black-white segregation,
especially in multi-ethnic cities, but African Americans, including black immigrants, continue to experience much higher levels of
housing discrimination than any other group. These important findings are clearly explained in a well written story of the continuing
American struggle to live the promise of E Pluribus Unum."--Charles Hirschman, University of Washington "Where We Live Now
puts on dazzling display all the virtues of rigorous social science to go beyond mere headlines about contemporary American
neighborhoods. Iceland's book reveals much more complex developments than can be summarized in a simple storyline and
dissects them with admirable precision to identify their dynamics and implications. The reader comes away with a more
sophisticated understanding of the ways in which residential patterns are moving in the direction of the American ideal of
integration and the ways in which they come grossly short of it."--Richard Alba, co-author of Remaking the American Mainstream
"A unique work that takes on immigration, race and ethnicity in a novel way. It presents cutting-edge research and scholarship in a
manner that policy makers and other nonspecialist social scientists can easily see how the trends he examines are reshaping
American life."--Andrew A. Beveridge, Queens College and the Graduate Center of City University of New York "This is the new
major book about racial residential segregation; one that will influence research in this field for several decades. Using new
measures, John Iceland convincingly shows that the Asian and Hispanic immigrants who are arriving in large numbers gradually
adopt the residential patterns of whites. The presence of many immigrants, he demonstrates, is also linked to declining black-white
segregation. His analysis shows that the era of 'white flight' has ended since many racially mixed neighborhoods now are stable
over time. This careful analysis cogently explains how race, economic status, nativity and length of residence in the United States
contribute to declining residential segregation. Future investigators who conduct research about racial and ethnic residential
patterns will begin by citing Iceland's Where We Live Now."--Reynolds Farley, Research Scientist, University of Michigan
Population Studies Center "Where We Live Now is both a very timely and highly significant study of changes in living patterns
among racial/ethnic groups in the United States, showing how such groups are being affected by immigration, and what this
means for racial/ethnic relations today and tomorrow. This book is a must-read for all persons interested in the country's new
diversity."--Frank D. Bean, Director, Center for Research on Immigration "In Where We Live Now, John Iceland paints a clear yet
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nuanced picture of the complex racial and ethnic residential landscape that characterizes contemporary metropolitan America. No
other book of which I am aware places residential segregation so squarely or effectively in the context of immigration-fueled
diversity. Thanks to its rare blend of theoretical insight, empirical rigor, and readability, Where We Live Now should appeal to
audiences ranging from research and policy experts to undergraduate students."--Barrett Lee, Professor of Sociology and
Demography, Pennsylvania State University
Making Los Angeles Home examines the different integration strategies implemented by Mexican immigrants in the Los Angeles
region. Relying on statistical data and ethnographic information, the authors analyze four different dimensions of the immigrant
integration process (economic, social, cultural, and political) and show that there is no single path for its achievement, but instead
an array of strategies that yield different results. However, their analysis also shows that immigrants' successful integration
essentially depends upon their legal status and long residence in the region. The book shows that, despite this finding, immigrants
nevertheless decide to settle in Los Angeles, the place where they have made their homes.
This volume explores connections between migration studies and research in the history of Europeanization and Europeaness,
areas which have generated much interest in recent years. Beyond histories of European political integration and the intellectual
and elite movements that have supported this process, scholars increasingly pay attention to the constructed nature of
Europeaness and European identities, and to the multiplicity of ways in which this construction happens. Migrants can be a
particularly useful lens on Europeanization processes as they provide a perspective from the periphery in two ways: by providing a
view literally from the outside as in the case of those who left the continent or by providing a view from the margins of the
European societies within which they live. The collection asks what ‘Europe’ meant to migrants abroad - particularly within the
transatlantic context - and within the continent during the twentieth century. Contributions from a variety of disciplinary
perspectives reflect both on the broader historical context and theoretical implications and highlight specific cases, such as those
of European labor migrants to the United States, of transatlantic exiles and émigrés, of Latin-American immigrants in present-day
Europe, as well as the experience of highly-skilled migrants within the context of the European Union. Can we trace the
emergence of European identities among different groups of migrants and, if so, what forms did they take? This book was
originally published as a special issue of National Identities.
Modern antisemitism and the modern discipline of sociology not only emerged in the same period, but—antagonism and hostility
between the two discourses notwithstanding—also overlapped and complemented each other. Sociology emerged in a society
where modernization was often perceived as destroying unity and “social cohesion.” Antisemitism was likewise a response to the
modern age, offering in its vilifications of “the Jew” an explanation of society’s deficiencies and crises. Antisemitism and the
Constitution of Sociology is a collection of twelve essays providing a comparative analysis of modern antisemitism and the rise of
sociology. This volume addresses three key areas: the strong influence of writers of Jewish background and the rising tide of
antisemitism on the formation of sociology; the role of antisemitism in the historical development of sociology through its treatment
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by leading figures in the field, such as Emile Durkheim, Talcott Parsons, and Theodor W. Adorno; and the discipline’s
development in the aftermath of the Nazi Holocaust. Together the essays provide a fresh perspective on the history of sociology
and the role that antisemitism, Jews, fascism, and the Holocaust played in shaping modern social theory.
The United States has absorbed nearly 10 million immigrants in the past decade. This book examines who the new immigrants are, where
they live, and who among them are gaining entry into the American middle class. Discussed are the complex factors that promote or hinder
immigrant success, as well as the varying opportunities and constraints met by those living in particular regions. Extensive data are
synthesized on key dimensions of immigrant achievement: income level, professional status, and rates of homeownership and political
participation. Also provided is a balanced analysis of the effects of immigration on broader socioeconomic, geographic, and political trends.
Examining the extent to which contemporary immigrants are realizing the American dream, this book explores crucial policy questions and
challenges that face our diversifying society.
Detailing the events of the Progressive Era and World War I (1901-20), America in the Age of the Titans is the only interdisciplinary history
covering this period currently available. The book contains the results of research into primary sources an drecent scholarship with an
emphases on leading personalities and anecdotes about them. Sean Dennis Cashman's sequesl to America in the Gilded Age gives special
attention to industry and inventions, and social and cultural history. He covers developments in science, technology, and industry; the
Progressive movement and the presidencies of Theodore Roosevelt, immigration, the new woman, and labor, including the Industrial
Workers of the World and the Great Red Scare; the transportation and communications revolution in radio and motion pictures; the cultural
contribuation of artists, architects, and creatice writers; and America's foreign policies across the world. Written in a lively, accessible style
with over sixty illustrations, this book is an excellent introduction to these momentous years. It provides an assessment of the contributions of
the titans - political, scientific, and industrial.
In this age of multicultural democracy, the idea of assimilation--that the social distance separating immigrants and their children from the
mainstream of American society closes over time--seems outdated and, in some forms, even offensive. But as Richard Alba and Victor Nee
show in the first systematic treatment of assimilation since the mid-1960s, it continues to shape the immigrant experience, even though the
geography of immigration has shifted from Europe to Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Institutional changes, from civil rights legislation to
immigration law, have provided a more favorable environment for nonwhite immigrants and their children than in the past. Assimilation is still
driven, in claim, by the decisions of immigrants and the second generation to improve their social and material circumstances in America. But
they also show that immigrants, historically and today, have profoundly changed our mainstream society and culture in the process of
becoming Americans. Surveying a variety of domains--language, socioeconomic attachments, residential patterns, and intermarriage--they
demonstrate the continuing importance of assimilation in American life. And they predict that it will blur the boundaries among the major,
racially defined populations, as nonwhites and Hispanics are increasingly incorporated into the mainstream.
Explains migration patterns through different kinds of social networks and relations, with a focus on the lives of Gujarati Indians in New York
and London.
Immigrant Life in the U.S. brings together scholars from across the disciplines to examine diverse examples of immigration to the
paradigmatic 'nation of immigrants'. The volume covers a wide range of time periods, ethnic and national groups, and places of immigration.
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Contemporary Chinese children brought to the U.S. through adoption, Mexican laborers hired to work in the mid-west in the 1930s, Indian
computer programmers hired to work in California, and more, are examined in a series of chapters that show the great diversity of issues
facing immigrants in the past and in the present. This book emphasizes the complex tapestry that is the everyday experience of life as an
immigrant and turns a critical eye on the place of globalization in the everyday life of immigrants. The contrasts it draws between past and
present demonstrate the continued salience of national and ethnic identities while also describing how migrants can live almost
simultaneously in two countries. This book will be of essential interest to advanced students and researchers of Sociology, History, Ethnic
Studies and American Studies.
Attempts to debunk some of the myths surrounding immigrants and their place in the work force, arguing that their advantage lies in their
work ethic.
This encyclopedia is a unique collection of entries covering the arrival, adaptation, and integration of immigrants into American culture from
the 1500s to 2010. * Recent immigration and naturalization data from the 2010 U.S. Census * Excerpts from American laws and customs * A
chronology of migration to the United States between 1500 to 2010
This book offers a ground-breaking analysis of how women's movements have been remaking citizenship in multicultural Europe. Presenting
the findings of a large scale, multi-disciplinary cross-national feminist research project, FEMCIT, it develops an expanded, multi-dimensional
understanding of citizenship as practice and experience.

This revised, updated, and expanded fourth edition of Immigrant America: A Portrait provides readers with a
comprehensive and current overview of immigration to the United States in a single volume. Updated with the latest
available data, Immigrant America explores the economic, political, spatial, and linguistic aspects of immigration; the role
of religion in the acculturation and social integration of foreign minorities; and the adaptation process for the second
generation. This revised edition includes new chapters on theories of migration and on the history of U.S.-bound
migration from the late nineteenth century to the present, offering an updated and expanded concluding chapter on
immigration and public policy.
First Published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Across North America, Islam is portrayed as a religion of immigrants, converts, and cultural outsiders. Yet Muslims have
been embedded in American society for much longer than most people realize. Old Islam in Detroit documents the rich
history of Islam in Detroit, a city that is home to several of America's oldest and most diverse Muslim communities. In the
early 1900s, there were thousands of Muslims in Detroit. Most came from Eastern Europe, the Ottoman Empire, and
British India. Bythe 1930s, new Islam-oriented social movements were taking root among African Americans in Detroit.
By the 1950s, Albanians, Arabs, African Americans, and South Asians all had mosques and religious associations in the
city, and they were confident that Islam could be, and had already become, an American religion. Old Islam in Detroit
explores the rise of Detroit's earliest Muslim communities. The book documents the culture wars and doctrinal debates
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that ensued as these populations confronted Muslim newcomers who did not understand their manner of worship or the
American identities they had created. By looking closely at this historical encounter, Sally Howell provides a new
interpretation of the possibilities and limits of Muslim incorporation in American life. Showing how Islam has become
American in the past, Howell argues that the anxieties many new Muslim Americans and non-Muslims feel about the
place of Islam in American society today are part of a dynamic process of political and religious change that is still
unfolding.
This Handbook offers a comprehensive collection of essays that cover essential features of geographical mobility, from
internal migration, to international migration, to urbanization, to the adaptation of migrants in their destinations. Part I of
the collection introduces the range of theoretical perspectives offered by several social science disciplines, while also
examining the crucial relationship between internal and international migration. Part II takes up methods, ranging from
how migration data are best collected to contemporary techniques for analyzing such data. Part III of the handbook
contains summaries of present trends across all world regions. Part IV rounds out the volume with several contributions
assessing pressing issues in contemporary policy areas. The volume’s editor Michael J. White has spent a career
studying the pattern and process of internal and international migration, urbanization and population distribution in a wide
variety of settings, from developing societies to advanced economies. In this Handbook he brings together contributors
from all parts of the world, gathering in this one volume both geographical and substantive expertise of the first rank. The
Handbook will be a key reference source for established scholars, as well as an invaluable high-level introduction to the
most relevant topics in the field for emerging scholars.
The Children of Immigrants at School aexplores the 21st-century consequences of immigration through an examination
of how the so-called second generation is faring educationally in six countries: France, Great Britain, the Netherlands,
Spain, Sweden and the United States. In this insightful volume, Richard Alba and Jennifer Holdaway bring together a
team of renowned social science researchers from around the globe to compare the educational achievements of
children from low-status immigrant groups to those of mainstream populations in these countries, asking what we can
learn from one system that can be usefully applied in another. a Working from the results of a five-year, multi-national
study, the contributors toa The Children of Immigrants at School aultimately conclude that educational processes do, in
fact, play a part in creating unequal status for immigrant groups in these societies. In most countries, the youth coming
from the most numerous immigrant populations lag substantially behind their mainstream peers, implying that they will
not be able to integrate economically and civically as traditional mainstream populations shrink. Despite this fact, the
comparisons highlight features of each system that hinder the educational advance of immigrant-origin children, allowing
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the contributors to identify a number of policy solutions to help fix the problem. A comprehensive look at a growing global
issue, a The Children of Immigrants at School arepresents a major achievement in the fields of education and
immigration studies. Richard Alba ais Distinguished Professor of Sociology at the City University of New YorkOCOsa
Graduate Center.a His publications includea Remaking the American Mainstreama (with Victor Nee) anda Blurring the
Color Line . Jennifer Holdaway ais a Program Director at the Social Science Research Council, where her work has
focused on migration and its interaction with processes of social change and stratification. a a"
All these information can be seen in the manuscript: "The advice of the author" in English " Conseil de l'auteur" in French
The contributors to this volume probe systematically and in depth the adaptation patterns and trajectories of concrete
ethnic groups. They provide a close look at this rising second generation by focusing on youth of diverse national
origins{u2014}Mexican, Cuban, Nicaraguan, Filipino, Vietnamese, Haitian, Jamaican and other West
Indian{u2014}coming of age in immigrant families on both coasts of the United States. Their analyses draw on the
Children of Immigrants Longitudinal Study, the largest research project of its kind to date. Ethnicities demonstrates that,
while some of the ethnic groups being created by the new immigration are in a clear upward path, moving into society's
mainstream in record time, others are headed toward a path of blocked aspirations and downward mobility. The book
concludes with an essay summarizing the main findings, discussing their implications, and identifying specific lessons for
theory and policy.
This handbook unifies access and opportunity, two key concepts of sociology of education, throughout its 25 chapters. It
explores today’s populations rarely noticed, such as undocumented students, first generation college students, and
LGBTQs; and emphasizing the intersectionality of gender, race, ethnicity and social class. Sociologists often center their
work on the sources and consequences of inequality. This handbook, while reviewing many of these explanations, takes
a different approach, concentrating instead on what needs to be accomplished to reduce inequality. A special section is
devoted to new methodological work for studying social systems, including network analyses and school and teacher
effects. Additionally, the book explores the changing landscape of higher education institutions, their respective
populations, and how labor market opportunities are enhanced or impeded by differing postsecondary education
pathways. Written by leading sociologists and rising stars in the field, each of the chapters is embedded in theory, but
contemporary and futuristic in its implications. This Handbook serves as a blueprint for identifying new work for
sociologists of education and other scholars and policymakers trying to understand many of the problems of inequality in
education and what is needed to address them.
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